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For forward thinking investors.
At Eaton Vance, we focus on the future to help you stay ahead of the markets today.

We are a global asset management firm with a network of specialised investment teams engaged

across asset classes, each with their own expertise and unique perspective. Our extensive research

and focus on intelligent downside risk management serves professional investors with innovative

strategies and services.

We have a long track record of helping professional investors prepare for market cycle complexities

with a strategic, proactive approach. This progressive mindset helps professional investors position

themselves for success in today’s fast-changing world.

S T R AT E G I E S
Fixed and floating rate income, equity and alternative
strategies tailored for institutional clients 

F U N D S
Equity fund solutions 



E X P E RT  I N S I G H T S

NAVIGATING THE CURVE

Making a Compelling Case for Core and Core Plus
Strategies
February 20, 2024

A decade of extremely low interest rates followed by the Federal Reserve's
aggressive policy normalization created a challenging environment for bond
investors over the last two years. We see the environment for fixed income
improving greatly from here for these reasons:

KEY POINTS
1.  Income: Starting yields are near post-financial crisis highs and have been
a reliable indicator of future returns.
2.  Total Return: The Fed has signaled a pivot from its restrictive stance,
which has historically been a compelling time to increase duration in fixed
income allocations.
3.  Diversification: Correlations between bonds and risk assets should
normalize as the Fed cuts interest rates.
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INVESTMENT BRANDS

Through our investment brands, we offer active, passive, rules-based and responsible investing

strategies that go beyond traditional, mainstream strategies.
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Eaton Vance is part of Morgan Stanley Investment Management, the asset management division of Morgan Stanley.

This website is operated by MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited (MSIM FMIL). The business of Eaton Vance Global Advisors Limited was transferred to MSIM FMIL on 1 October 2021. MSIM Fund Management

(Ireland) Limited has been appointed as management company of the Eaton Vance International (Ireland) Funds plc and is responsible for the distribution of the funds together with the distribution of Eaton Vance

strategies and strategies of Eaton Vance affiliates. For any queries in respect of the products and strategies referred to on this website, please contact MSIM FMIL at 7-11 Sir John Rogerson's Quay, Dublin 2, D02 VC42,

Ireland. MSIM FMIL is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland with Company Number: 616661.

The value of your investment can go up or down so you may get back less than your initial investment. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.

The information on this webpage is not intended for U.S. residents. To visit our U.S. website please click here.

Eaton Vance Management (Registration No. 1121368) and Parametric Portfolio Associates (Registration No. 1217626) are the registered trade marks of Eaton Vance.
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